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ABSTRACT
Supercritical CO2 (sCO2) Brayton cycles have gained interest in the frame of Sodium-cooled nuclear Fast
Reactors (SFRs), as an alternative to the conventional water Rankine cycles. If CO2 leaks inside the CO2Na heat exchanger, an underexpanded CO2-into-liquid-sodium jet is formed. CO2 leaks at sonic velocity
and chemically reacts with sodium, through an exothermic reaction. The consequences of such a scenario
must be investigated, in order to predict the temperature increasing inside the heat exchanger and on the
tube walls, due to the exothermic chemical reaction, as well as the reaction products distribution inside
the heat exchanger. This article presents a numerical approach for modeling such a two-phase reactive jet.
A two-fluid multi-component CFD approach is employed, with a heterogeneous reaction between the
CO2-gas and the sodium-liquid phases. The model allows to predict the most relevant information, such as
temperature distribution, the jet penetration length and the reaction products distribution downstream the
CO2 leakage. Some experimental studies on underexpanded gas-into-sodium reactive jets, available in
literature, have been compared to our numerical results. It is found that the numerical temperature profiles
are consistent with the ones experimentally measured.
KEYWORDS
Sodium Fast Reactors, Underexpanded two-phase jets, Multi-fluid CFD,
Heterogeneous gas-liquid chemical reaction, Supercritical CO2 cycles

1. INTRODUCTION
In SFRs, sCO2 Brayton cycles represent an interesting alternative to water Rankine cycles [1,2,3,4], since
they eliminate the wastage accidental scenario caused by the sodium water reaction [5] and feature high
thermodynamic plant efficiency (up to 42% [2]). Nevertheless, CO2 exothermically reacts with sodium,
forming solid reaction products (mainly sodium carbonate and carbon). In order to fully understand the
feasibility of employing sCO2 Brayton cycles for SFRs, the consequences of the CO2 leakage scenario
must be investigated. Considering that the CO2 and sodium operating pressure inside the heat exchanger is
about 20 MPa and about 0.3 MPa, respectively, a tube leakage would result in an underexpanded CO2into-sodium reactive jet. A numerical approach for modeling non-reactive underexpanded gas-into-liquid
jets have been already developed by the authors [6]: a two-fluid CFD approach was employed, with
droplet- and bubbly-flow coexistence, depending on the local void fraction. Concerning the CO2-sodium
chemical reaction inside such a two-phase jet, a chemical reaction model has been developed by the
authors: the model calculates the Na droplet and the CO2 bubble depletion rates. In the present paper, the
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modeling of the two-phase reactive jet is achieved by coupling the non-reactive underexpanded jet model
and the CO2-sodium chemical reaction model.
2. TWO-FLUID APPROACH
The numerical model described in the following will be applied to a geometry representing the sodium
pool of the CO2-into-sodium jet test facility available at CEA Cadarache [7].
The two-fluid approach solves the constitutive mass, momentum and energy equations for each phase,
respectively:
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Where U p , D p , U p and h p are density, volume fraction, velocity and enthalpy of the generic phase p,

respectively. S p is a source term taking into account mass creation of phase p due, for example, to
chemical reactions. P is the static pressure shared by the two phases. P p and Pt , p are the dynamic and
&
U

&

turbulent viscosities, respectively. g is the gravitational acceleration, S p represents the momentum
transfer caused by heterogeneous reactions, and Fpq is the interfacial force source term. O p is the thermal
conductivity of phase p, whereas Ot , p is the turbulent thermal conductivity. Q pq is the interfacial heat
transfer flux and S pH is the energy source term taking into account, for example, heat due to exothermic
or endothermic chemical reactions.
A k  H turbulence model has been applied to the gas-liquid mixture in order to calculate the turbulent
viscosity. The equations of this model are detailed in [6]. The dissipation correction term proposed by
Sarkar [8] has been employed for taking into account the compressibility effect in the k  H model.
Turbulent viscosity for the phase p is evaluated through Pt , p
viscosity is calculated through Pt ,m

CP U m

k2

H

Up
P , where the mixture turbulent
U m t ,m

( U m being the density of the gas-liquid mixture).

2.1. Interfacial friction and heat transfer
As detailed in [6], in order to consider both droplet and bubbly flows, the approach employed in the
SIMMER-III [9,10] computational code has been adopted in the present work: droplet flow is assumed
for void fractions higher than a defined value D d , bubbly flow is assumed for void fractions lower than a
defined value D b , and a transition flow is defined by combining the two regions. Therefore, two
separated drag force equations have been written depending on which flow regime characterizes the
computational cell considered:
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This is the interfacial friction which enters into the Fpq term. In Eq. (4), subscript g and l stand for gas
and liquid phase, respectively. CD ,d and C D ,b are the droplet and bubble drag coefficients, respectively,

d d and d b are the droplet and bubble diameters, respectively. In the transition flow regime between D b
and D d , the drag law is continuously interpolated between droplet and bubble drag laws, using a
logarithmic weighted average.
Similarly, for the calculation of the interfacial heat transfer flux per unit volume:

Qgl

Qlg

a  h  'Tgl

(5)

the product a  h ( a being the interfacial area) in Eq.(5) has been evaluated assuming droplet flow for
D t D d , bubbly flow for D d D b , and using a weighted logarithmic average for the transition flow.
For the determination of the droplet diameter, the experimental results obtained by Epstein et al. [11] and
Kudoh et al. [12] have been employed: for a gas injection pressure ranging between 0.2 and 1.5 MPa and
a nozzle diameter ranging from 1.0 to 2.0 mm, entrained droplet Sauter mean diameter was found to range
between 10 and 50 Pm . The experimental results we want to reproduce through the numerical model were
obtained with an injection total pressure of 0.7 Mpa: the corresponding estimated droplet diameter ( d d )
through Epstein’s correlation is 20 Pm . Bubble diameter has been estimated following the critical Weber
number parameter: the Weber number (We) is the ratio between the inertial force and the surface tension
force for a particle:
&

We

U l  'U 2  d b
V

(6)

Hinze and Kolmogorov [13,14] showed that the appropriate velocity term in Eq. (6) is the root mean
square of the velocity difference over a distance equal to the particle (i.e. the bubble for the present case)
diameter, and its value may be approximated by:
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Substituting Eq. (7) in Eq. (6), one obtains the following equation for the maximum particle size:
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The critical Weber number (Wec) suggested by Hinze is 1.2. The value of the bubble diameter ( d b )
retained in our model is 0.4 mm, which is the resulting value from Eq. (8) employing the turbulent energy
dissipation rate (ε) calculated in the region where bubbly flow is supposed to generate ( D D b ), for an
injection pressure of 0.7 MPa.
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Following the results in [6], the droplet-flow lowest void fraction limit ( D d ) was fixed equal to 0.80, and
the bubbly-flow highest void fraction limit ( D b ) to 0.50.
3. CHEMICAL REACTION MODEL
The following reaction path is considered [15]:
Na 

3
1
1
kJ
CO2 o C  Na 2 CO3  272
4
4
2
mol Na

(9)

As it can be seen, liquid sodium and gaseous carbon dioxide produce carbon and sodium carbonate.
Carbon is a solid product, whereas the Na2CO3 fusion point is 851°C. In order not to further complicate
the numerical approach, the main assumption is made that the products of reaction and liquid sodium
belong to a unique condensed phase. If the solid phase had to be added as an additional dedicated field, its
modeling would require to take into account the solid particle nucleation, growth and agglomeration
kinetics, to be implemented into a balance of population approach coupled to the CFD approach. Beside
the further complication of the numerical formulation, this is at present an impossible task because the
necessary information about the elementary phenomena (nucleation, growth and agglomeration) are
unknown. From the chemical reaction point of view, the solid reaction products, even if not explicitly
modeled, are taken into account in the numerical chemical reaction modeled developed by the authors for
the sodium droplet reaction (see [15]), since they are supposed to lie inside the droplet diffusion-reaction
boundary layer and therefore to limit the quantity of Na and CO2 available for the reaction. From the
fluid-dynamics point of view, one has to consider that the density of liquid Na is in the same order of
magnitude of the one of solid Na2CO3 and C; moreover, the solid particles have submicronic or micronic
dimensions, meaning that their Stokes number is low enough to consider that they are entrained by the
liquid sodium flow and, as a first approximation, they can belong to the same field.
Following this assumption, reaction (9) can be rewritten as:
3
Na  CO2 o Pliq
4

 272

kJ
mol Na

(10)

The CO2-Na chemical reaction model employed in the present paper is described in [15]. The model
allows to calculate the depletion rate of a sodium droplet surrounded by CO2 and of a CO2 bubble
surrounded by liquid sodium. In this way, the chemical reaction rate can be evaluated for both the mist
and bubbly flow regions characterizing the two phase jet. The droplet depletion rate depends on its
diameter, its relative velocity, the gas and liquid temperatures, and the chemical reaction kinetic
parameters. The bubble depletion rate depends on its diameter, the gas and the liquid temperatures, and
the chemical reaction kinetic parameters. The kinetic parameters are the activation energy ( E a ) and preexponential factor ( k 0 ) of an Arrhenius type equation:
k

§  Ea ·
¸
k0  exp ¨
¨RT¸
© g ¹

(11)

It is found that the following type of correlation well represents the numerical results in terms of the
 Na,droplet [15]:
sodium reaction rate of the droplet, m
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b

(12)

Where A, B, C and D are function of the specific kinetic parameters of the Arrhenius equation (11). TNa
refers to sodium (i.e. the droplet) temperature. The mass fraction YCO2 ,bulk surrounding the sodium droplets
is evaluated, inside a computational cell, through YCO2 ,bulk

YCO2 1  YNa

1

. It is found that the value of b

does not change for different pre-exponential factors, and its value is equal to 0.40.
It is found that the following type of correlation well represents the numerical results in terms of CO2
bubble reaction rate [15] (for simplicity, we always refer to the sodium reaction rate):
ª kg º
 Na,droplet « »
m
¬ s ¼

3
2
A'TNa
 B'TNa
 C 'TNa  D'

(13)

Where A', B', C' and D' are function of the specific kinetic parameters of the Arrhenius Eq. (11).
Depending on the actual void fraction inside each computational cell, a reaction regime can be defined, as
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Heterogeneous reaction map inside a computational cell.
In order to evaluate the total reaction rate ( r ) inside a computational cell, the total number of droplets
( N d ) and bubbles ( N b ) per unit volume is first calculated through the void fraction and the particle
diameter. The total droplet and bubble reaction rate inside a cell can be then evaluated by Eqs. (14) and
(15), respectively:

ª kmol º
rNa,droplettotal « 3 »
¬m s¼

N d  m Na,droplet

ª kmol º
rNa,bubbletotal « 3 »
¬m s¼

 Na,bubble
Nb  m

M Na

(14)

(15)

M Na

The reaction rate for the transition flow regime ( Db  D  D d ) is estimated applying a logarithmic weighted
average.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CHEMICAL REACTION INTO THE TWO-FLUID MODEL
In order to couple the chemical reaction model with the non-reactive jet model, source terms have to be
added inside the two-fluid model equations (Eqs. (1), (2) and (3)). These source terms have to take into
account the influence of the chemical reaction between CO2 and Na, in terms of mass, momentum and
energy production/destruction for each phase.
Employing subscripts l and g for the liquid and gas phase, respectively, and considering the stoichiometry
of reaction (10), the mass source terms for the two phases will be:
Sl

r M P  M Na

(16)

Sg

§ 3
·
r¨  M CO2 ¸
© 4
¹

(17)
&

For calculating the momentum transfer due to heterogeneous chemical reactions, S Up , it is assumed that
the reactants mixture and the products take momentum in the ratio of the rate of their formation.
Employing subscripts r and pr for reactants and products, respectively, and rp and prp for reactants and

&

products of phase p, respectively, the general expression of the net velocity, U net , of the reactants is given
by:
&
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&
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r

r
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r

Where s is the stoichiometric coefficient. The general expression for the momentum transfer for the phase
p is:
&

S Up

&
&
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For the specific reaction path (10) considered, one obtains:
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In order to calculate the source term S pH , the net enthalpy of the reactants is considered, which is given
by:
hnet

¦sMh
¦sM
r

r

r

f
r

r

r

(22)

r

Where hf is the enthalpy of formation. It is assumed that this net enthalpy is distributed to the products in
the ratio of their mass production rates. Therefore, the heat source term for the phase p is given by:
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For the specific reaction path (10), Eqs. (22) and (23) become:
3
f
M CO2 hCO
2
4
3
M Na  M CO2
4

f
M Na hNa


hnet

r M P hnet  M P hPf

SlH

S gH

(24)
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0

Finally, one species transport equation is required for the Na and P liquid mixture. The generalized
species conservation equation for a multiphase mixture can be written in the following form:
&
w
D p U pYi , p    D p U pU pYi , p
wt

&
  D p J i , p  Si , p

(27)

&
In Eq. (27), Yi , p is the mass fraction of species i in the phase p, J i , p is the diffusion flux of species i

inside the phase p and Si , p is the source term accounting for production or destruction of species i in the
phase p, due to chemical reactions. The Fick’s law is used to model mass diffusion due to concentration
gradients, under which the diffusion flux can be written as:
&
Ji, p

 U p Di , pYi , p

(28)

Where Di , p is the mass diffusion coefficient of species i in the mixture of phase p.
For the Na and P liquid mixture, it is chosen to solve the transport equation for the Na species. The mass
diffusion coefficient of Na inside the liquid mixture was fixed equal to 10-9 m2  s 1 , a typical value for
mass diffusion coefficient in liquids. The source term taking into account the chemical reaction is:
S Na,l

r  M Na

(29)

5. RESULTS
The Ansys Fluent 14 CFD package was employed to solve the equations described in the previous
paragraphs. The numerical model has been applied to a numerical domain representing the CO2-intosodium jet test facility built at CEA Cadarache [7]. The goal was to validate the numerical results
employing the experimental temperature measurements performed in this facility. The numerical domain
represents the experimental facility cylindrical pool: its diameter is 100 mm, and its height corresponds to
the sodium level considered, which is 200 mm in the experimental tests. In the center of the bottom face
of the computational domain, a 1 mm diameter nozzle is placed; the nozzle length is 2 mm, corresponding
to the sonic throat length of the nozzles employed in the experimental tests. The computational domain
was filled with an unstructured and tetrahedral mesh featuring 98,000 cells. Initial sodium temperature
was 773 K, corresponding to the operative temperature inside the heat exchanger in the hotter region: at
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773K, sodium density is 830 kg  m 3 . Following the experimental results obtained by Gicquel [16], the
reaction is supposed to lead to an important increase in temperature: a mean temperature of 873K was
retained for fixing a constant sodium density, which, at this temperature, is equal to 800 kg  m 3 . CO2
total injection temperature is 748K, its total pressure is 1.0MPa. The corresponding critical (Mach equal
to one) CO2 mass flux was fixed as inlet boundary condition at the nozzle. The CO2 density is treated with
an ideal gas law. A pressure boundary condition, with a constant value of 0.1MPa, was fixed at the top of
the cylindrical pool. The turbulent kinetic energy at the inlet is estimated through kin 32 U mean  I 2 ,
where U mean is the mean flow velocity at the inlet and I is the turbulence intensity at the inlet (estimated
through I

0.16  Re1/ 8 ). The turbulence dissipation at the inlet is evaluated through H in

CP3 / 4

kin3 / 2
,
l

where l is the turbulence length scale (estimated through l 0.07  d nozzle ).
Following Epstein's correlation [11] and Eq. (8), the estimated droplet and bubble diameters were 20 Pm
and 0.4 mm, respectively. The bubble diameter was calculated through non-reactive jet simulations, using
the turbulent dissipation rate calculated by the model, in the region downstream the gas injection where
the void fraction approaches the highest limit of bubbly regime void fraction. Following the results in [6],
the droplet-flow lowest void fraction limit was fixed equal to 0.80, and the bubbly-flow highest void
fraction limit to 0.50.
The numerical stability of a two-fluid computation of an underexpanded gas-into-liquid jet is a critical
aspect: the supersonic Mach numbers reached are critical for the numerical stability of pressure–velocity
coupling algorithms. In Ansys Fluent, the Phase Coupled SIMPLE (PC-SIMPLE) algorithm developed by
Vasquez and Ivanov [17] is employed for the pressure-velocity coupling. This solver has proven stable
calculations for underxpanded non-reactive gas-into-liquid jets [6]. Nevertheless, the additional source
terms (detailed in the section 4) included in each equation, for taking into account the heterogeneous
chemical reaction, further increase the complexity of the numerical formulation. One direct consequence
is the fact that acceptable numerical convergence could not be achieved adopting a spatial discretization
order higher than one. Therefore, first order upwind had to be adopted for the spatial discretization of
each equation. Implicit temporal scheme was employed, with time step ranging from 10-5 to 10-4 seconds.
The chemical reaction was implemented inside the numerical calculation using the Stiff Chemistry
Solver, available in Ansys Fluent: for each time step, all the equations are first solved spatially with the
reaction rate set to zero; in the second fractional step, the reaction term is integrated in every cell using a
stiff Ordinary Differential Equation solver. This method has shown to guarantee a higher numerical
stability than the case of directly taking into account the reaction rate in the calculation.
Numerical simulations were run for different kinetics of reaction: considering Eq. (11), the activation
energy of the reaction (9) was fixed equal to 4 104 J  mol 1 (following the results obtained by Gicquel
[16]), whereas the pre-exponential factor was the parameter changed in order to obtain different reaction
rates. Fig. 2 shows the numerical axial temperatures and void fraction profiles, as a function of the preexponential factor of the Arrhenius equation. The simulations were stopped at the time when steady state
solution was achieved. As expected, the increasing of the chemical reaction rate leads to an increasing of
the maximum temperature value, and a shift of the maximum temperature peak and the complete gas
consumption point towards the nozzle, as it can be observed in Fig. 2. As expected, the liquid phase
temperature is higher than the gas phase temperature, since no enthalpy is transferred to the gas phase by
the chemical reaction (the source term (26) is zero); it is the liquid phase that heats the gas phase.
The maximum temperature experimentally found by Gicquel was 1300K at a 4.3 nozzle-diameter distance
[16], corresponding to a rise of about 550K, considering the initial sodium and CO2 temperatures in the
experimental tests. Nevertheless, the thermocouple technique employed to measure the temperature by
Gicquel is supposed to always provide a stagnation value. If one considers a Mach number of 1-1.5 at a
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distance of 4.3 nozzle diameters (this is the order of magnitude of the calculated Mach at this position, see
Fig. 4), the static temperature corresponds to about the 80% of the stagnation 1300K measured, meaning
that the temperature rise must be reduced to about 300K. The maximum static temperature calculated for
the higher pre-exponential factor investigated ( 11011 m3  mol  s 1 ) corresponds to a temperature rise of
250K in the gas phase (considering the initial CO2 temperature of 750K) and 330K in the liquid phase
(considering the initial sodium temperature of 773K), as it can be observed in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Liquid and gas phase static temperature and void fraction along the jet centerline, as a
function of the chemical reaction rate (through the pre-exponential factor k0).
The peak in the gas static temperature is found at an axial distance of about 11-12-nozzle-diameters,
whereas the maximum temperature in the liquid phase is reached at 4-nozzle-diameters. However,
looking at the corresponding calculated void fraction profiles reported in Fig. 2, it is likely to assume that,
up to a distance of 12-nozzle-diameter distance, the temperature experimentally measured corresponds to
the gas phase temperature. The presence of a very little, but not zero, liquid fraction in the region very
close to the gas injection, explains the liquid phase temperature peaks calculated in this region: this
represents a purely numerical result, meaningless considering that the calculated liquid volume fraction is
as low as 0.4% at a 5-nozzle-diameter distance.
Fig. 3 shows the numerical contours of gas and liquid temperature obtained for a pre-exponential factor
10
equal to 5  10 m3  mol  s 1 . Fig. 4 shows the gas phase velocity: the underexpansion with gas
velocity passing from sonic to supersonic conditions is well calculated by the numerical model. The void
fraction and reaction product mass fraction contours are also shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Contours of gas and liquid phase temperature, calculated for k0 = 5  1010 m3  mol  s 1 .
For the liquid phase, the region close to the nozzle is out of range (however, one should remember
that liquid temperature in this region is meaningless, due to practically zero liquid volume
fraction).

Figure 4: Contours of CO2 velocity and void fraction, and of liquid species P mass fraction,
calculated for k0 = 5  1010 m3  mol  s 1 .
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5. CONCLUSIONS
A numerical model of the underexpanded reactive CO2-into-sodium jet, forming as consequence of
leakage inside the CO2-Na heat exchanger of a SFR, has been developed. The model is able to take into
account all the relevant physical aspects of this type of two-phase flow, such as the high compressibility
effects in the gas phase, the droplet to bubbly flow transition and the heterogeneous chemical reaction
between the CO2 and the sodium. The profiles of void fraction, temperature, velocity and mass fractions
can be provided by the numerical model. The present model has already been applied to a real Na- CO2
typical shell&tube heat exchanger: critical information such as the temperature profiles on the stainless
steel tubes can be predicted, as well as the distribution of the reaction products, which is important to
investigate if the solid products can cause plugging issues in sensible parts of the heat exchanger. This
model will contribute to understand the potentialities of supercritical-CO2 cycles for SFRs.
Moreover, the present model can be easily adapted to the investigation of other jets, such as the steaminto-sodium jets forming as a consequence of an accidental leakage inside the steam generator of a SFR
coupled with a steam Rankine cycle.
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